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Abstract: Today e-mail is the most popular and
financially cheapest way of communication for
internet users..e-mail is going to be misused due to
its popularity. One such misuse is the posting of
money offering message, unwanted e-mails known as
spam or junk e-mails. E-mail spam has various
consequences like productivity is reduced, takes
extra memory space in mail boxes, extra time for
suffering, software damaging viruses, and materials
that have potentially harmful information for Internet
users, destroy stability of mail on servers, resulting
users to spend lots of time for sorting incoming mail
and deleting unwanted correspondence mails. So
there is a need of spam detection system so that its
consequences can be reduced. In this project our
prime aim is to detect text as well as image based
spam to achieve the objective we applied ANN
algorithm , Pre-processing of email text before
executing the algorithms is used to make them
predict better .We uses Enron corpus's dataset of
spam emails.
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1. Introduction
As number of internet users is increasing day by
day, more people are finding email communication
an inexpensive way to send their data or information
and communicate with their cal legs . With some
pros there is also some cons. Almost now every
website ask for email id for completing their
registration processing, thus making internet users
more prone to get affected by the spam mails. This
is evident from the fact that spam emails have
accounted for 68.8% of all email traffic in year
2012.The increasing numbers of spam emails wastes
one's time for deleting such mails and also wastes
network resources significantly. Most important they
expose users to scams such as phishing and virus
attacks .Spammers have now gone a step ahead and
to prevent spam filters from detecting their mails,
images containing the spam text are sent. This has
increased the burden to detect these manifold spam
emails.
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Spam arises from an online social situation and now
a days it become a social problem as well .Spam
messages are causing serious problems which
overflow our email boxes. Most email readers spend
a non-trivial amount of time regularly by deleting
such junk email messages, even as an expanding
volume of such email occupies server storage space
and consumes network bandwidth. Due to this
problem it becomes necessary to distinguish between
legitimate and spam emails. Although using some
anti-spam technologies are applied for successful
filtering text based spam emails. The image spam is
substantially more difficult to detect, as they contain
a variety of image creation and image randomization
algorithms .In the Image spam contain the text
message which is embedded into attached images to
defeat the anti-spam filters technique . The basic
rationale behind image spam is that it is difficult to
find such image spam using spam filtering software
designed to detect patterns in image text in the plaintext email body.
•

Experimental Work

•

Extract words from Image

To extract the text from image is an arduous task. It
must be done by sophisticated OCR tool sand based
on the high level, low level, and combination of both
the features of image in a spam mail can be
predicted. All those web pages and domains that are
notorious for sending spam mails and are not trusted;
go on the list of black list .Thus, if a domain that
matches from this list, the mail is predicted spam
without any further processing. Further, spam is in
the eye of the recipient, so a white list is maintained
where users can mark those websites they want mails
from whether they send "spam" or not. Thus no
processing is done when a white listed domain
matches.
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“neuron like” units. The hidden layer output units
can be input to another hidden layer, and so on.

Unsupervised Learning
This is required when there is not an example of data
set with known answers. Imagine we are searching a
hidden pattern contain in a data set

Proposed System

Fig1. Flow diagram of OCR engine

2. Dataset
A large set of email messages, form the
Enron corpus, which was made public by the legal
investigation concerning the Enron Corporation.
Enron corpus contains a total of messages belonging
to users with an average of messages per user. This is
approximately one third the size of the original
corpus.

3. Methodology
Classification
The learning of artificial neural network is fully
unsupervised. And the Name suggest it is simply
a special case in which there are only two
classes. Binary classification is the process
which classify the given elements of set into
two group on the basis of a classification rule.
Now there are various binary classifiers for
learning paradigms are
1. Decision Tree
2. Neural Networks
3. Bayesian classification
4. SVM.

Fig3. Proposed System
The proposed System mainly concentrate on the
body of email which generally contain spam words.
In this words two dataset are considered. In which
one is Spam dataset of 500 sorted mails having
Mixture of Spam and non Spam mails another is a
pure spam Archives dataset having 700 Spam
Images. The Email Contained are analyzed and the
list of words are weighed according to the probability
of being a spam oriented words.

Black List and White List
Black Listing: Black-listing is creating a list of
domain names which are used by the spammers,
when a mail comes from spammer specific domain
which is in black list, it is directly considered as
spam. No further processing is done.

Neural Network
A neural network is a set of connected input or
output units connection has a weight associated with
it Back propagation is a neural network learning
algorithm. Layer is made up of units. For each
training tuple, the inputs to the network correspond
to the attributes measured. The inputs are fed
simultaneously in the units making up the input
layers .After which these inputs are passed through
the input layer which then weighted and fed
simultaneously to a second layer of hidden layer
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Fig4. Black List
White Listing: White list is a list of trusted domains.
White listing method used to classify user's email
addresses as legitimate ones. But blacklisting and
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white listing is not always accurate. Therefore, to
counter employed by spam filters apply all these
techniques, spammers used to send mails with
embedded images containing the spam text.
Extracting a text from these images is an arduous
task. It must be done by sophisticated OCR tools and
based on the high level, low level, and combination
of both the features of image in a spam mail can be
predicted.
4. Probability calculation:
Frequently occurring term in a document is
calculated by this. It may possible that a term in the
document appear more time for a long or shorter
document, Every document have different length.

ACTUAL_WEIGHT(T)=WEIGHT(T)*
PROBABILITY(T)
Where T is the term considered.

5. Conclusion
In this project we applied ANN algorithms to
detect spam mails.we are using 250 spam mails
dataset for training and testing the algorithms. GUI
Design using Net Beans have been completed.
Various spam detection steps such as preprocessing step or data cleaning step (like stop words
removal, stemming), representation of data, and
classification of spam or non-spam e-mail messages
are discussed.
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